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About This Game
All the adults have vanished. Is it a child's dream, or nightmare? You wake on the morning of your birthday to find that things
aren't at all the way you pictured for your sweet 16. Can you find out what's happened overnight to turn your world upside
down? From Elephant Games comes the continuation of the popular and edgy Surface series. Unlock the Secret Room, where
you'll find more hidden-object and mini-game play. But be careful what you wish for...
This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won't find in the standard version. The Collector's
Edition includes:
Discover your town's secrets in the bonus game
Collect flowers to unlock characters
Earn special achievements
Get the available Strategy Guide
Enjoy soundtracks, wallpaper, and concept art

This is a Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game, meaning a specific genre of story-driven, point & click adventures.
Throughout the game, players are tasked to find a list of objects hidden within a particular scene, and to occasionally complete
various mini-games/puzzles.
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surface alone in the mist collector's edition. surface alone in the mist collector's edition walkthrough
More Recent Update****
Can't play this game any more because I don't have the budget for controllers. It's fun, but the random falls drive me insane. The
bulldozer AI are annoying as well. Nothing like getting plowed on the holeshot and then falling/getting plowed down 14 times in
a race that you just won by 11+ seconds in the first moto.

***Update***
After playing for awhile, the game isn't as bad as I originally thought. The jumps do seem to be bigger and harder to clear (at
least on 250 four strokes, haven't tried 450 yet). It seems the handling could be improved because there isn't a clear area where
you might crash. It feels like once you hit that value, you crash not matter what you try. The whips and scrubs are atrocious. The
AI is harder as is the whole game. In MXGP 3, I could give a 30 second lead and win a 5 lap race with a decent lead. I don't see
that happening in this game for awhile. I'll leave the recommendation as a no, but only because there's not enough new stuff to
merit paying the current price. And Matterly Basin is missing...I thought that would be included since it was the Des Nations
track last year.
**Original Review Below**

My frustration level has gone through the roof with this game. I was able to get the stuttering to end by turning off anti-aliasing
and v-sync...and lowering my settings. This despite an i7 and 8GB 1070...not a huge deal though, but annoying.
The gameplay is frustrating. I don't like to play with rewind, but I feel I have to in this game to at least have a fair advantage.
The AI love to bank off of you in turns. It's also frustrating to nearly rear-end an oppenent in several turns, finally pass them,
and then get pushed way wide while a line of AI riders pass you. And then that 250 that's getting pulled in the straights
magically has 100hp and just does burn outs and whips you sideways in a turn for no reason. I tested the AI BS factor and found
that when I went to push one off the side of a jump, it magically hit a benner, flew back into me and I ended up booted off the
track while it kept on its merry way.
The bike physics seem to be a step in the wrong direction. There's no traction on certain tracks with the bike. The throttle
sensitivy seems to be like a lot of car racers; too high for a controller. The same rings true with brakes and you can only adjust
by "modular" or "aggressive". Whips feel heavy and do not have a good flow. Scrubs do seem to help a little more, but the 3rd
person animation is terrible. These aren't a big deal, but don't tout them if you haven't fixed them. And while I do appreciate
that you can't overjump and case the crap out of things without penalty, I do feel there are certain moments that someone would
not wreck in real-life. Slowed down and maybe a sore back, sure, but not a huge wipe-out. And I'm critical because Milestone
kept going on about realism in their marketing.
I feel like I've purchased MX vs ATV All Out for a second time this year; high hopes, big disappointment.. fun space game.
Keeps it simple and enjoyable.. amazing game with a really cool story.
The decision making in this game is a little weird, since you dont know what your dialogue choice will end up sounding like, and
not knowing your characters backstory makes answering the 20 questions-esque start a bit strange, but the way they play out
regardless works out just fine. Another thing that bothered me is that your choices retroactively change the plot, but I still
enjoyed playing it despite those jarring moments.
Reccomend playing this game? Yes. It's also free. Its a really well crafted experience and I loved it!
Thanks to Dodger from PressHeartToContinue for showing off this game! ^^. Crazy, fun and quite addictive, plus lots of easy
to get achievements (I managed to get 20 in about 30mins lol). Landed in war room very cool couldnt get out booo hoo. Having
known about this as a board game but never played it, coming in with good experiences from boardgames like Memoir 44' I
expected a solid stategy lite game. The Simple fact is it relies too heavily on RNG and not enough on solid tactics. What is
worse alot of the missions can be beaten by simply moving a unit across the map and grabbing the objective, does it matter that
it's still guarded by two MG42 nests and a Panzer VI? nope your one hero unit in the centre of that mess simply means you've
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won. I'll give it props for the lovely artwork and the UI is solid. If you fancy a WW2 boardgame Memoir 44' is free on steam
and gives a much better WW2 lite tactics experience.
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Well, this game isn't terrible. It is on the lower side of average overall. The puzzles and HO scenes are fairly decent, though
easy, the voice acting isn't terrible and the extra elements of using magic items and tools is a nice touch.
It's way too short however. Which might have been fine if the story was completed by the time the game was over, but no. It
starts out with a cutscene showing an epic battle between two ancient pharaohs and speaks about how the murdered one waits in
his tomb for the right people. The game itself is about a family of four who gets lost in the temple raised for this pharaoh and
about how they escape. That's it. No continuation of the starting cutscene, only a 'Game Over' slide ("huh? really, did I just lose
the game?") that feels like a 'To Be Continued' that just never continues. There is no sequel.
You play a family who gets separated in an ancient temple and have to find a way to get back together and out of the temple.
For some strange reason this game has scenes that can be used with redblue 3d glasses for 3d effect. I did not try this, and I
really don't see the point.
There is a lot of backtracking and iirc no map that you can use for teleporting. Be aware that quite a few of the puzzles in the
video on steam is not in the game, but most probably in the collectors edition that has more playtime which is not available on
steam.
I also felt the game was sexist with giving the dad all the useful tools and the mum a book that's mostly useless and tells about
stuff you've already done.. If you want a harder fortrix, thats the way you could go
This game is way less fanservicey than the other ones audiovise
Its also casual and fun once you are totaly bored and have nothing to do
7 carddrops - since they are anime arround 13-17ct each.. thats most of the buyprice on the current sale
Couldnt rly complain about that
Pro:
- Easy achievements
- Being able to lower difficulty to a babymode every small child could beat (kappa)
- Simply casual game
- steep difficulty
- "fanservice" for those that rly wanna have this its a plus
- cheap
- Many carddrops and no cheap ones either
- Music is quite okay
Con:
- 1,5-2hrs playtime if you rush
- No real replayability (mahjong\/poker at least had)
- The backgrounds often make barely any sense.. walking arround in a bikini at a tanabata event... rly?
75\/100 pretty solid overall
Price is okay for what you can get. BEAT THE GAME/SPOILERS***
Very nice artwork. Fast combat.
Ending just kinda happened. Meh. Also, while I like linear type games I felt the areas were very, very small.... While this game
may not be graphicly impressive or very realstic, but i have had more fun with this than i have had with other tank games out
there (namely WoT and War Thunder) the lack of track animation is slightly annoying, there are bigger problems with the game.
at certian times it will freeze with its loading animation in the center of the screen, but a quick restart of the game fixes it right
up and you can start at the latest checkpoint. As i play through more, diffrent tanks are arrive so that compleant is gone, now i
see somthing that is really...quite amazing, the voice actors TRY. your Russian crew sounds diffrent from your German crew
(mind blown). Even better are a few changes in the missions (which are long BTW which is fun) in one of the German missions
you encounter KV-1s, which are difficult to kill, but they do NOT become the main tank for the rest of the mission (like most
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games would do) because, as your crew says, they are expermental and not 'battle ready' yet, which is really cool. still, i love this
game, and i want modders to find this and make it even better than it already is
lets break down the review
gameplay-9\/10
Story- (its WWII and you are common tankers, so) N\/A
Charicters- 7\/10
graphics- 6\/10 (2007, i can't blame it too much but, it could be better)
Difficulty-8\/10(can be changed)
amount of tanks 9\/10 (no game can be perfect)
overall-8.44300194\/10
This is not a game changer in the world of tank games, this is fun, simple and great worth grabbing just for some tank action (or
Panzer action, or for those that are good at tanks, panzer elite action). Stunning Game!. One of the most enjoyable on-rails
shooters I've ever played. I have a few nitpicks (there are some instances where the mobile U.I. hasn't been tweaked well enough
to be optimal for PC, and the devs REALLY need to allow players to customise the reticle as it can be quite difficult to see in
certain environments), but the game is pretty damn solid throughout, and you will undoubtedly have a blast if you're a fan of the
genre.
Not recommended if you're easily 'triggered', but that's your problem for being an oversensitive child in an adult's body. STAY
MAD, BRAH!. A+ game, so much fun. The DLC makes more of a good thing great.
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